### ACADEMIC
- Academic or admission fraud
- Altering or falsifying a relevant document
- Cheating
- Contravention of statute
- Impersonation
- Misrepresentation
- Other
- Obtaining confidential academic materials
- Plagiarism
- Theft of intellectual property
- Unauthorized aids or assistance
- Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
- Unauthorized resubmission of work
- Violation of examination regulations

### NON-ACADEMIC
- Contravention of a statute
- **Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour**
- Infringing unreasonably on the work of others
- Mischief
- Misuse of University resources
- Other
- Theft
- Unauthorized use of equipment
- Unethical behaviour
Description: Cheating

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for Assignment, it became apparent that the assignments submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Student has accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Accepted proposed penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: This is a case where student alleged to have cheated on assignment. The student was discovered with a pre-written copy of an essay that was brought to class.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on course element. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student appeal to the UCSA (University Committee on Student Appeals). FCSA findings upheld.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on exam – upheld. Failure in course - upheld

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student was observed consulting cell phone, which was concealed in students lap. The matter was reported to the course instructor after the exam had concluded.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the exam; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for assignment term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation Only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by one student this term and another student in Winter term shared a number of very similar features. Student did not know why the codes were so similar.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First Offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment using a data set that was not used in the class, but had been used for a previous iteration of the course. Student did not contest the allegation.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which large portions of unauthorized code was used to correct and modify their own.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student provided an answer to a final exam question that was verbatim (wording and punctuation) to the text from course notes posted on Learn.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. Failure in the course. One term suspension.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which unauthorized portions of code were used. Student acknowledged the cheating and accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term. Student admitted to having shown their code to classmates in order to help them understand the assignment. Student has accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Student is not penalized in this case.


Description: Cheating

Details: It involves a student cheating on the midterm by using cell phone in the washroom.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the midterm. (-5%) off total course grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which student also posted on Facebook and a public drop site, with the intent of assisting other students with their own assignments. Student acknowledged the cheating and accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.
Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment which they had originally completed on their own, though after seeing a sample assignment on Facebook by one of their peers, chose to then change their own assignment as they were so different and they thought they should be more similar. Student acknowledged the cheating and accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment 3, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students submissions for assignment appeared to be identical with minor changes.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Student has not responded.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted a group assignment that included passages which had been copied from a sample completed project posted on LEARN for students to use as a reference. Student did not deny the allegation, explaining that one team member failed to complete their work in a timely fashion.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, and a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course, however penalty should not result in failure in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged assignment submissions from three students that were similar.

Degree: Undergraduate        Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignments, and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by the student shared a number of very similar features. Both students have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate        Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: All three students gave solutions to a bonus problem in ring theory, whose solution can be easily found on the web by Googling.

Degree: Undergraduate        Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Warning to be given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Warning to be given.

Description: Cheating

Details: All three gave solutions to a bonus problem in ring theory, whose solution can be easily found on the web by Googling.

Degree: Undergraduate        Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Warning to be given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Warning to be given.
Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted assignments in Winter term which were flagged as being very similar to another student's assignments the Summer term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student appeal to FCSA (Faculty Committee on Student Appeals)

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged assignments submissions from three students that were similar.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignments, and zero off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for assignment in Spring that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted a film response assignment that was noticeably similar to one submitted by another student in the class. Student confirmed to the course instructor that they had used their friend's assignment as the basis for their own. Student expressed considerable remorse for his actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final course grade; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which large portions of an unauthorized code was used to correct and modify their own. Student acknowledged the cheating and accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate      Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students were sharing answers during the test. They were honest about doing this and accepted responsibility.

Degree: Undergraduate      Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the test.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student committed an offence at another University. Student dropped out of program.

Degree: Undergraduate      Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, approximately 12% deduction overall as a result.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students submissions for assignment appeared to be identical with minor changes.

Degree: Undergraduate      Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (- 5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation. Essay, details in attached letter of reprimand.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Student went to pick up the stack of exams as the student was editing their paper with knowledge of other students papers.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: There will be no penalty assigned.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Two students were observed speaking to each other during the individual portion of an in-class i-clicker quiz. Student insisted they had not intended to cheat.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the quiz; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students submitted assignments in Winter term and were flagged as having similarities. Instructor's found the matches to be quite similar and thought that the use of a code repository online violated the academic integrity policy.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final course grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Based on a balance of probabilities I am unconvinced that all your assignments and exam answers reflect your own work; however, there is some ambiguity surrounding the evidence.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: 50% of your earned grade on the assignments (worth 20% of the course grade); Zero on the exam submitted; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Moss software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for an assignment in the winter term. Student accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: All three students gave solutions to a bonus problem in ring theory, whose solution can be easily found on the web.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Warning to be given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Warning to be given.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students were found to have assignment submissions that shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Assignment. (-5%) off final grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students submission for assignment included solutions that matched those from a previous assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: (-6%) off final course grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Students accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate                                     Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final course grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged similar assignment submissions from two students. After student stepped out of the room, the other student looked at their code without permission. Student accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate                                     Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5)% off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor flagged a submission for assignment. Parts of the assignment were very similar to solutions from another assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate                                     Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by student for assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term. Student admitted to copying solutions.

Degree: Undergraduate                                     Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged four students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Previous penalties in this course.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted very similar solutions for assignment in winter term. Student did eventually agree to the proposed penalty and the case was resolved informally.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation, essay on plagiarism.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged four students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted a group assignment that included passages which had been copied from a sample complete project on LEARN. Student did not deny the allegation and accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment and a further (-5%) off the final grade in the course. Disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating
Details: Student's were observed speaking to each other during the individual portion of an in-class i-clicker quiz. Student insisted they had not intended to cheat, and was very concerned about the outcome of the matter.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the quiz; disciplinary probation to continue for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported that students submission for an assignment included solutions that matched those from a previous assignment. Student was apologetic, accepted penalty.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: 6% off the final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Student's were seen talking during the test.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the test.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor flagged submissions for assignment from two students that had unusual similarities.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged assignment submissions from three students that were similar. As a result students code was flagged as matching other students during the term. Both students accepts that they did not intend to share their code with anyone and this was a case of negligence on their part.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignments.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted a work report that was extremely similar to that submitted by another student in a previous iteration of the course. Student inadvertently submitted the wrong one.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Moss software flagged a submission for assignment in winter term by two students that were very similar to as solution available online. Students accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Software flagged four students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term. As the student did not respond by the deadline, the penalty will be applied.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Parts of the student's assignment were very similar to solutions from another assignment. Students cooperated and agreed to penalty.

**Degree:** Undergraduate

**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Professor flagged a submission from student having unusual similarities to previous solutions. Student admitted to making serious mistakes and totally inappropriate behaviour.

**Degree:** Undergraduate

**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on Assignment, (-5%) off final grade. Essay as outlined in attached letter.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** Second offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Professor reported a submission by a student that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate

**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Disciplinary Probation only.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Students were sharing answers during the test. They were honest about doing this and accepted responsibility.

**Degree:** Undergraduate

**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the test.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.
Description: Cheating
Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Both have accepted the penalties.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported a submission by the student for assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary probation only.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Software flagged four students who submitted similar solutions for assignment. A student accepted proposed penalty
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Students were seen talking during the test.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the test.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Student submitted an assignment in the spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: You entered examination findings into the patient records of two patients before examining these patients. You indicated that you were unfamiliar with the patient record design used in the Doctors practice locations and found it difficult to know where to record certain test information.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 4-month suspension: to be served in the Spring term, 1,500-word essay; disciplinary probation for the duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for Assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students number of very similar features. Both have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Third offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor flagged two submissions for an assignment in the spring term. Assignments from both students have the same unusual answers for questions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; (-5%) deduction overall; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor flagged a submission for an assignment by a student. Parts of the assignment were very similar to solutions from another assignment from a previous term. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment whose content was matched by TurnItIn to one previously submitted by another student, in an earlier offering of the course. Student did not dispute the allegation, and accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.
Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment in Spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate       Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment whose answers had been copied from the instructors manual for the course textbook, found on the internet. Student did not contest the allegation, stating that they googled for assistance with the parts of the assignment that they found difficult, and used what they found to complete her work.

Degree: Undergraduate       Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, with the zero to be counted as one of the graded assignments for this portion of the course grade; a further(- 5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for assignment in the Spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate       Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Students were found to have assignment submissions that shared a number of very similar features. Student has since withdrawn from the course.

Degree: Undergraduate       Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Placed on disciplinary probation for remainder of studies at UW.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment in the spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Student submitted an assignment. Parts of the student's assignment were very similar to solutions from assignment in a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) off the final course grade, disciplinary probation
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor flagged submissions for assignment from student that had unusual similarities.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment in the spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final course grade - however student dropped course, so not applied. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported that the students submission for assignment included solutions that matched those from a previous assignment. Student admitted they had seen the previous assignment and accepted the penalty.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: 6% off final course grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

description: Cheating

details: Student's submission for an assignment shared very similar features.

degree: Undergraduate  
year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Charges dropped.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

description: Cheating

details: Student submitted an assignment in the Spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

degree: Undergraduate  
year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

description: Cheating

details: In marking a report written it was discovered that at least one passage in the student's paper is plagiarised. Student did not intend to plagiarize.

degree: Undergraduate  
year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 10 page fully referenced essay. Disciplinary probation. Student to retain work term report credit.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

description: Cheating

details: An assignment submitted by two students showed similarities. Student admitted that they gained access to the other students code without permission. Student accepted the proposed penalty.

degree: Undergraduate  
year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Student submitted an assignment that had that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Disciplinary Probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment, (5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Students assignment that was submitted in the spring term has similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Disciplinary Probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Two student's submitted similar solutions for assignment. Met with both students, and they say that they did not work together, and they are not sure where their code matches. It is suspected that they may have copied the code through an intermediate party.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on Assignment, (-5%) off final course grade, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** This is case where the student was alleged to have cheated online.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1
Penalty/Decision: Student will be allowed to write the final exam with the current class.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. The students accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final course grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating

Details: Student used prior posted solutions to complete assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero for assignment and (-5%) will be deducted from final grade. Disciplinary probation for the remainder of your undergraduate studies. Write a 10 page essay on your experience at the University of Waterloo.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Cheating
Details: Professor flagged two submissions for assignment. Assignments from both students have the same unusual answers for questions.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; (-5%) deduction overall; Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Students were sharing answers during the test. They were honest about doing this and accepted responsibility.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the test.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Student submissions for assignment it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students this term and the codes submitted by another student in Fall term shared a number of very similar features.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Professor reported a submission for assignment in the Spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Student agreed to proposed penalty
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: Students submission for assignment included solutions that matched those from a previous assignment. The student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 6% off the final course grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: This is a case where two students submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: This is a case where two students submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: This is a case where two students submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Cheating
Details: A routine review of student submissions for assignment it became apparent that the codes submitted by two students shared a number of very similar features.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment, (-5%) off assignment, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Students submitted assignments that were flagged as having similarities.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, and Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in the Spring term. One student looked at the other's code without their permission.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Students' submission for an assignment had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Disciplinary Probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Cheating

**Details:** Student was writing midterm when the proctor noticed faint writing on the student's hand. Student explained that this was a habit to write words in which they have trouble recalling on their hands.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

**Penalty/Decision:** (-5%) off the final course grade. Write an apology letter.
**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** Second offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student presented a disturbing demeanour towards their instructor. The matter was brought to the attention of UW Police, who provided support for the remaining classes in the term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student was subsequently evicted for breaching the conditions of their behavioural contract.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Ban from residence to remain in place; Disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student met for clarification on penalty and disciplinary probation. Student also wanted to know what steps to take to protect themselves in the future from other group members who may plagiarize.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** 1 term suspension. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student began shouting and spitting during an evening quiz; student initially spat in a sink at the side of the room and then subsequently in the direction of (but not at) a classmate at whom they appeared to focus their yelling. Before leaving, student apologized for their outburst. Student acknowledged that their behavior could have been unsettling to others around them and this was concerning for the student.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Write an apology letter to the teaching assistants and the classmate. Student will not be allowed to enroll in further studies until a report is received that indicates they are well enough to engage in academic studies and compliant with their healthcare.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.
**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student had personal reasons for making the decision to leave the employer, but in the absence of any explanation with supporting documentation, the only facts that can be taken under consideration is that you decided to fail to honour a match with an employer in your final work term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** One term suspension. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** This student was rude and aggressive towards instructor after being asked to turn off their IPOD.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Letter of apology to professor.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student was involved in an altercation at the Bombshelter Pub, in which they were forcibly removed from the premises. While video was not available for the events that occurred inside the pub, this resistance was evident in the video recording reviewed by the Associate Dean; and consultation with police indicated that the security staff had behaved forcibly but appropriately with student in their interactions with him.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Continuation of the constraints imposed by UW Police (barred from the Bombshelter pub, or contact with any of the security staff involved); successful completion of a learning process in anger management to be delivered by Counselling Services, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

**Details:** Student was issued a trespass notice covering CLV after persistent unwanted attentions paid to another student. Student was told by police not to approach the other student. Student was then arrested and charged with Criminal Harassment for approaching the student, when they were told not too.

**Degree:** Graduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Student was expelled
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Now has secondary criminal breach.

Description: Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

Details: Two students were arrested and charged with assault, in an altercation with a group of students that took place outside a nightclub, in which alcohol was involved. Student expressed remorse and concern for the outcome of the events of the night.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Suspension for two terms, to be served the Winter and Spring terms, or until the campus ban is lifted, whichever is longer; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

Details: Outcome of the appeal as per Policy 72 to the FCSA.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary probation. One - term suspension has been lifted.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

Details: Two students were arrested and charged with assault, in an altercation with a group of students that took place outside a nightclub. Student did not respond to the request for a meeting from the Associate Dean, the matter has been resolved without their input.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Suspension for four terms, to be served the or until the campus ban is lifted, whichever is longer; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Disruptive, dangerous aggressive or threatening behaviour

Details: Student repeatedly contacted the Professor attempting to convince them to assign a INC as their grade. The persistence of both parties, and the unusual behavior motivated Professor to contact the associate dean.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Student failed and is required to withdraw, and finds their situation extremely distressing.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Disruptive, dangerous, aggressive or threatening behaviour

Details: Student brought a bottle of alcohol to a faculty event. Student claimed that the event was licensed when student bought the ticket.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: 25 hours community service to be completed

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Impersonation

Details: Student had another student impersonate them and submit course work for grading on their behalf. Eventually, student admitted that they had arranged to have someone impersonate them for the purposes of the course. Investigation has been unable to conclusively determine the identity of the other person involved.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on each of the assignments in question; failure in the course, to be recorded as a grade of 32; suspension for three terms, to be served beginning Winter term; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Mischief

Details: Student impersonated an orientation leader in order to get free food, stole numerous objects out of the club space. Student turned over the items they had stolen, including the Nerf guns, and four additional hardhats taken in previous years.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Student will write a letter of apology to the faculty coordinators. Perform 50 hours of community service for one agency before graduation. Disciplinary probation for the rest of undergraduate degree.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Misrepresentation

Details: This student used FREELANCER.com to hire someone to do assignment in the Winter term.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Misrepresentation

Details: Student met with professor to discuss the allegation of misrepresentation. Student indicated that they had been sick for over a week before the midterm. Student indicated that they did not intend to misrepresent themself.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the midterm (worth 20%); alternate penalty will be imposed. Write an apology letter to professor.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Misrepresentation

Details: Student completed medical examination of daughters without proper qualifications in order to maximize time for testing during an appointment and in order to gain access to expert opinion after the appointment, and indicated that examination had been signed by supervisor when this was not the case.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Letter of apology; 2000 word essay; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Misrepresentation

Details: This is a case where a student had apparently contacted another group of students and offered to pay them for completing approximately half of the project.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Misrepresentation

Details: Student claimed they had submitted their assignment on LEARN, when, in fact, they had not.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Student received a grade of zero for Assignment - an additional five (-5%) marks subtracted from course grade to determine final grade. Student place of disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Misrepresentation

**Details:** After considering the evidence, student was found guilty of misrepresentation.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Write a signed, typed letter of apology to both instructors. 1-term suspension, to be served during Spring term.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Misrepresentation

**Details:** Students second lab report contained inappropriate citations to peer-reviewed articles. Student admitted that you really had not had enough time to do a good job on the report due to numerous other assignments and tests in the same week.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the second assignment (23% of course grade); disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career; the meaning of disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Misrepresentation

**Details:** Student submitted exam for remarking. When compared to a photocopy of the marked exam prior to initial return to the student, there had been an addition to the original solution in question one.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the test, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Misrepresentation

**Details:** The student signed another students name on an academic integrity and group contribution sheet as the group member was not present or in contact for a lab report.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** The student will receive a grade of zero on the report worth 5% of the overall grade and is required to complete a case study on the situation. Disciplinary probation is added.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Misrepresentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td>It was reported that the examination paper for a student, who signed the attendance sheet and was present at the exam, was missing. However, an additional paper for a student - who is not registered in the class and does not exist at UW - was present among the examinations. There is evidence the student attended the examination. Student signed the attendance sheet, and the writing is similar to that on the mystery exam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year:</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty/Decision:</td>
<td>Zero on final exam; (-5%) reduction on course grade; disciplinary probation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</td>
<td>First offence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Misrepresentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td>On the morning of these midterms, you obtained a VIF from Health Services, indicating that, for that day, you were experiencing a moderate incapacitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year:</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty/Decision:</td>
<td>Official letter of reprimand about this incident will be issued.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</td>
<td>Second offence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Misrepresentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td>The student submitted a final project that contained plagiarized material as well as information that was referenced but not ultimately used in the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year:</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty/Decision:</td>
<td>Zero for the report which is worth 40% of the grade. The student is required to submit a case study on the situation and will be placed on disciplinary probation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</td>
<td>First offence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Misrepresentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td>Professor flagged an final examination in Spring term submitted by a student. When compared to a photocopy of the original final examination solutions, there was significant evidence that student had changed or added to their original solutions. Student was very apologetic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year:</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</td>
<td>First offence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Description:** Misrepresentation

**Details:** Student submitted their final examination, there was significant evidence that student had changed or added to their original solutions.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 5

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment; disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Misuse of University resources

**Details:** Two students were photographed smiling as they held up the groups cat with its skin lifted to look like a cape. The third student in your group, took the photograph and sent it to you and the other student. Student promptly removed all the copies of this photograph and the associated comments.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Draft a 1,500-word, disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Other

**Details:** Student vandalized presentation slides for a group presentation. The intent was not malicious but wanted to seek attention from peers.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** (-5%) deduction in participation grade which will be restored upon receiving a written reflection regarding students actions.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Other

**Details:** In late winter term Faculty Relations Manager reported that student withdrew from a confirmed co-operative employment placement for spring, contrary to co-operative education policy.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** One-term suspension in Fall; Prohibited from using JobMine to find your final work term placement; the placement you find must be approved by the Cooperative Education office.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.
Description: Other

Details: Student made false and unflattering statements regarding another student. Student was instructed to refrain from contacting the other student either directly or indirectly.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Student was instructed to refrain from contacting the other student directly or indirectly.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Other

Details: Student contacted Associate Dean to file a harassment complaint against another student. Student made unflattering statements regarding the other student. Student was asked to leave the other student alone however returned.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Student was instructed to refrain from contacting the other student directly or indirectly.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay introduction that was identical to an essay they had previously submitted in a different course. Student asserted that they did not realize they had submitted the same assignment twice.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student used slides from another institution for an assignment. Student was dealt with informally by the instructor, received (-5%) deduction off his course grade. Student filed a grievance with the Associate Dean stating the penalty was unfair because student was not told on the course outline that this was not allowed.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: This case was dealt with informally without Policy 71 documentation so the student was not informed in writing of the opportunity for appeal available to him under Policy 71. Though the student acknowledges that the class was informed that they should not

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Two students who submitted identical Excel files as part of an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation (as per instructor, no (-5%) deduction)

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's submission contained four sentences or passages copied verbatim from online sources. Due to a lack of time, student did not proof-read the document as thoroughly as student would have liked.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (10% of final grade); (-5%) reduction in final course grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted reports that contained short segments of text copied word-for-word from online sources. Student failed to recognize that it was actually taken from the previous source that was already cited.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (10% of final grade) and (-5%) reduction in final grade; disciplinary probation

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence. Student was remorseful.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: A group of students, failed to cite proper references and proper in-text citations requirements, failed to follow the rules and as a result, received grade penalties of zero.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on report.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted report without citations for material included in the introduction or discussion portions of the report. As the student did not respond to the Associate Deans request for a meeting, the matter has been resolved without student's input.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 10 marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for one term, to be served the Spring term; disciplinary probation to continue for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student copied partial sentences or phrases as well as several figures from these documents. Student was extremely remorseful for the errors found in the report.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Write and submit a new work term report. Failure to submit the reflection will lead to the assignment of an ethics course that must be completed with a grade of at least 60 but not included in any degree averages or credit requirements

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay that contained eight passages taken either verbatim or very closely paraphrased from an online article without citation of any kind. In a meeting with the Associate Dean, student insisted that an encylopedia had not used to write the final version of the essay.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the essay; suspension for one term, to be served the Fall term; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case of plagiarism on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment (-5%) deduction because student was remorseful and upfront) Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: A Turnitin authenticity analysis of your essay indicated 39% of the text (including the references) was similar to two published resources. Student indicated that they gathered relevant information from published sources and then proceeded to paraphrase a bit, save the document and then highlight words that needed to be paraphrased more.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (-5%) of course grade; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Small amount of text cited incorrectly.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 10% grade penalty on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student committed a disciplinary offence as large sections of an essay taken verbatim from multiple unacknowledged sources. An informal resolution was established.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment for this offence. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Small amount of text cited incorrectly.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: 10% grade penalty on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student admitted to requesting to see another student's paper to help with format and to use as an example for the assignment expectations. The student ended up using text verbatim.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where two students both plagiarized a solution to a problem on the final assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on that assignment and a (-5%) penalty to the course grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's third Co-op report contained only references to a website and much of the information used from those sources was either copied word-for-word or poorly paraphrased. Students were sent clear guidelines for the preparation of their reports.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero for work-term report credit.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which the answers to questions about the text readings had been taken verbatim from the instructors manual for the textbook being used in the course. Student expressed considerable remorse for actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence, standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a substantial amount (90%) of the report was copied from a website verbatim.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. 10% deducted from final grade.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Small amount of text cited incorrectly.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 10% grade penalty on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Two students both plagiarized a solution to a problem on the final assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on that assignment and a (-5%) penalty to the course grade; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: See meeting summary.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's second report contained six sentences that were copied verbatim from different online sources without attribution.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (worth 10% of final grade); disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's assignment submission had a substantial component of the match aligned with a paragraph that another student included verbatim within quotation marks and associated with the correct in-text citation.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (worth 20%); the final course grade should not be a fail; disciplinary probation

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay which contained numerous extensive passages that had been taken either verbatim or very closely paraphrased from online sources, without citation or acknowledgement of any kind.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 10 marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for two terms; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted two work term reports based on this experience; neither was based on the research. Due to a lack of time, student resorted to copying parts of the text from the first report to flesh out the second one.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: The ethics course that is assigned will not delay his graduation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a work report that had been submitted by another student for a previous iteration of the course. Student expressed considerable remorse for their actions, and marked distress at the prospect of suspension (as this was a second offence).

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; a further 10 marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for one term, to be served the Winter term; disciplinary probation to continue for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a concept map diagram that was virtually identical to one available on an online source dedicated to communication skills.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: According to a Turnitin analysis, student's first lab report was 85% similar to one they submitted when they took the course in the Fall term. Student was extremely remorseful and regretted the error in judgment that caused them to reuse the old report rather than take a late penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the lab report (-5%) of final course grade; (-5%) reduction in the course grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's submission for the second report contained six instances of text copied verbatim from online sources. In each case the copied text was associated with an in-text citation. When student met with professor to discuss submission they reiterated innocence and claim that the basis of the error being the misunderstanding the phrase. Student was well aware of the importance of summarizing and said they did this routinely.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. Student must re-write the six instances of copied text in report so that they are in the student's own words. Written proof of working with the Writing Centre must be received or the conventional penalty for plagiarism will be assigned.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment. The student denied knowing the other student and said they has no idea how their code is copied by someone else.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. Placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student turned in an essay in which a passage had been taken verbatim from an internet source without quotation marks or in-text citation of any kind. Student asserted that the plagiarisms were unintentional, and noted that student had included the internet source in a list of citations at the end of the essay.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Penalty/Decision</th>
<th>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism</td>
<td>It involved plagiarism on an assignment.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.</td>
<td>First offence standard penalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism</td>
<td>Student submitted an assignment that included three segments taken verbatim from various Wikipedia sites without citation or acknowledgement of any kind. Student did not deny the allegation, and accepted responsibility for their actions.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.</td>
<td>First offence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism</td>
<td>Student submitted an essay in which two paragraphs had been taken virtually verbatim from the abstract for an article, without citation of any kind. Student asserted that the passage had been included in error.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation.</td>
<td>First offence; standard penalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism</td>
<td>Student plagiarized their work for an assignment.</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Zero on the work report. 10 page reflection. Continue on disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence standard penalty
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: All three students are accused of using prior posted solutions to complete their assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, Suspension for Winter term. Continue on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.3rd.2nd.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The student's alleged offence is related to a coding challenge that was completed as part of their co-op interview process.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: As you can see from the chain of emails below, it appears that the employer made an error and that the file attached to the student's submission was apparently a verification code that was previously provided to the students, though the individual who rec

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's final report for contained several passages of text copied word-for-word from the work of others. There was no evidence that student meant to deceive instructor.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (10% of final grade) plus (-5%) reduction in course grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The student was accused of working with another student on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: After speaking with student it's likely the student did not intend to cheat. One of his emails stated: The assignment was either in my room or stored in my binder the entire time, so I dont think there was any way for another student to get it from me

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student included text from wikipedia in assignment, with no citations. Instructor met with the student.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's report lacked in-text citations. Student admitted to not using embedded citations in the report.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (-5% of the course grade). (-5%) further reduction in final course grade and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a work report Spring term. It scored 43% on Turnitin and has very little that is written by the student, none of which is referenced.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on work report, and a 10 page essay due on plagiarism. Continue on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Software flagged two student's who submitted similar solutions for Assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Student accepted (zero on the assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay final draft in which three passages had been taken verbatim from Wikipedia without citation of any kind. Student acknowledged the error, stating that it was unintentional.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; penalty is not to result in a failing grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted five response papers, two of which contained materials from numerous commentaries found on the SparkNotes website, without acknowledgement of any kind. Student acknowledged the plagiarism and accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Software flagged a submission from this term with another submission from Fall offering of matching codes.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that closely mirrors the course content. The words and phrasing used in the submission, in addition to the order of information presented are too similar to consider coincidental.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the Assignment, resulting in NCR in the course. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay assignment that was a verbatim reproduction of a play summary available on the Internet.

Student acknowledged that they had downloaded the summary from the website, and that under the circumstances, little would be gained by providing such a reference list, since the summary essay was in itself entirely someone else's work.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for one term, to be served the Winter term; disciplinary probation to continue.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay that included numerous passages taken verbatim or very closely paraphrased from a variety of internet sources, without citation. Student acknowledged that the essay included plagiarized passages, accepted responsibility for their actions, and expressed great remorse for them.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Up to zero grade on the assignment in question, however penalty should not result in failure in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a written assignment largely composed of verbatim and closely paraphrased passages from two online sources, without citation of any kind. Student expressed considerable remorse for his actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The students submitted capstone project was identical as another UWaterloo students. No references were provided.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year:

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the project.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students second report contained several sentences that were copied word-for-word.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the lab report (10% of final grade) (-5%) reduction in the final course grade plus disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student explained that the group had worked together on an earlier assignment in the course; they were unhappy with their grade for that assignment and wanted to do better on the essay. They divided up the sections that each would address and compiled the essay on a Google doc. Each person was to indicate where citations were to be inserted in the text they contributed.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 50% of the earned grade on the essay (essay is worth 20% of the final course grade); Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted two response papers that relied very heavily and without acknowledgement on commentaries found on a website. Student did not contest the allegation, acknowledged the plagiarism, and apologized for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay that contained no in-text citations. Student demonstrated remorse for the error in judgment in submitting an essay without in-text citations.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (5% of the final grade) and 5% reduction in the course grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student copied a short preamble for this technique and the associated protocol essentially word-for-word from a web site; the URL was included in the student's answer. Student agreed that their answer represented very little of their own input and was not descriptive.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Question (6 marks of the 38 mark total for the assignment); disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay that relied on the principal reference too heavily; numerous passages were paraphrased poorly from this document. Student explained that they had never been accused of plagiarism in past reports.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report ((-5%) of final grade) plus additional (-5%) deduction from final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student depended much too heavily on other sources which is exacerbated by the fact that students were told to list references. There were none with their submission.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) off total course grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student did not add citations or consult the article.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 50% of the earned grade on the essay (essay is worth 20% of the final course grade); disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's submission for the second report contained four instances of word-for-word copying from cited references. Student explained how these ended up in their final. Student never intended for this to happen.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (10% of final grade) Must re-write the four instances of copied text in students report so that they are in own words and correct both the citation formatting and the final reference list.(i.e., an additional 5% reduction in the final.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a group assignment that included passages which had been copied from a sample completed project posted on LEARN for students to use as a reference. Student did not deny the allegation, and accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's submission for the second report contained three instances of sentences copied word-for-word from various online sources and two sentences copied from a published abstract. In all cases the copied text was associated with a citation.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (10% of the final grade) Written proof of working with the Writing Centre must be received or the conventional penalty for plagiarism will be assigned. (i.e., an additional (-5%) reduction in the final course grade will be added and dis

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student plagiarized on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation. No grade penalty on the assignment as student received a grade of 36%.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This case involves two students cheating on an assignment in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's essay was lacking in-text citations. This was done despite having earned a grade of 100% on the integrity quizzes. Student explained that although the tutorial teaching assistant reviewed the essay guidelines using a PowerPoint presentation, student did not understand that they had to indicate within the text.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (worth 5%) and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay in which numerous passages had been taken verbatim from a variety of internet sources, without attribution of any kind. Student expressed considerable remorse for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 10 marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for one term, to be served the Winter term; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: During marking of this assignment, the TA observed several similarities between the assignment of two students. Student admitted to working with the other student but did not cite any help was received from the other student.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on this assignment and (-5%) will be deducted from overall course grade disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay in which a number of short passages had been taken verbatim from sources, usually with citation, but without quotation marks.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; no other penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an essay in which a number of short passages had been taken verbatim from referenced sources, including citations but without quotation marks. Student asserted that the omissions were unintentional, and indicated significant confusion about correct paraphrasing practice.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment in question, however penalty should not result in failure in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student's report contained text that was identical to a poster presentation on which student was a co-author. Student subsequently admitted that the data they had collected during the summer term was insufficient for a poster so student's supervisor decided that they should include at least some of the professors work. Student didn't think that this was wrong

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Receive zero and no credit for report. It cannot be re-submitted. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an assignment in which a few passages had been taken either verbatim or very closely paraphrased, from the article being analyzed in the assignment. Student demonstrated genuine and significant misunderstanding regarding the norms and correct practices for citing material from an article being considered in an essay. Student readily accepted responsibility for their mistakes.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; completion of the Academic Integrity Workshop option; disciplinary probation to continue. Second offence.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted a book review that contained a number of verbatim passages taken from online reviews of the same book, without citation of any kind. As the student did not respond to the Associate Dean request to meet, the matter has been resolved without their input.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Software matched students assignment against two other submissions in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: All three students are accused of using prior posted solutions to complete their assignment in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, Suspension for Winter term, Continue on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. 3rd. 2nd.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an application package for a summer internship position, the package included a stock elevator pitch, which was identified by the hiring individual as being plagiarized from a UW website page of past and current entries for the competition. Student expressed great remorse for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Successful completion of a course on ethics; successful completion of a course in stress management, to be provided or recommended by Counselling Services; both to be considered requirements for graduation; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students second lab report contained no in-text citations. Student indicated that they had computer issues the day that I submitted the report. Student recognized that they should have taken more time to review his recovered document even if that had involved a late penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (20% of final grade); Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: The document you submitted for the assignment was almost entirely copied word-for-word from either a news article or various internet sources.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (10% of course grade); (-5%) of grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students second report contained four sentences that were copied directly from Wikipedia.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (10%) plus (-5%) off final grade; Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: In a routine review of student submission for an assignment, it became apparent that codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where a student was alleged to have cheated on an assignment. In a routine review of student submissions for the assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by the student shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of no marks on assignment was given. Additional (-5%) from the final grade. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that included extensive passages taken verbatim from a variety of secondary sources, without attribution of any kind. This matter has been resolved without input from the student.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2  

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.  

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence; standard penalty.  

**Description:** Plagiarism  

**Details:** Student has not submitted any assignments for the course, student did provide medical documentation, so they were allowed to submit the first two assignments. Since then the student has not submitted any more of the required assignments.  

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2  

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the research paper. (-5%) off the total course grade. Disciplinary probation.  

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.  

**Description:** Plagiarism  

**Details:** Student submitted a written assignment in which various segments had been taken verbatim from a variety of internet sources without citation of any kind. Student expressed great distress over this error and readily accepted responsibility for it.  

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1  

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; no other penalty.  

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.  

**Description:** Plagiarism  

**Details:** It was observed that strong similarities of solutions of both students. Student admitted to receiving help from another student.  

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4  

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on this assignment and (-5%) will be deducted from overall course grade. Disciplinary probation.  

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.  

**Description:** Plagiarism  

**Details:** Student used wikipedia as a source and did not cite it properly.  

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1  

**Penalty/Decision:** A grade of zero on the Report; Student placed on disciplinary probation for the remainder of their time in an undergraduate program.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay with a significant segment that was very closely paraphrased from an Internet source not credited in the bibliography. Student asserted that the omission was entirely accidental, and that they had emailed the course professor a corrected version of the bibliography with the missing citation 2 days after the due date; this was confirmed by the course instructor.

Degree: Undergraduate     Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: It was discovered a case of a student who failed to cite sources properly in an essay assignment worth 15%. Student failed to use quotation marks when copying sentences from a source and that they failed to indicate their sources properly with footnotes, endnotes or in-text citations.

Degree: Undergraduate     Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on essay.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: During marking of assignment in the Fall term, the TA observed strong similarities of their solutions to that of another student. Student admitted to taking material from Wikipedia without citation.

Degree: Undergraduate     Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a report for that cited two sources, both of which were in another language.

Degree: Undergraduate     Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Professionalism grade reduced by 50%, zero on team grade, 1000 word essay; disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where the TA observed strong similarities of one student's solutions to that of another student. When they discussed this with the student, the student admitted sending the other student their assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate    Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment 10, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Assignment is worth 45% of the final mark. The student up to this point had a 42/55.

Degree: Undergraduate    Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 50% grade penalty on assignment grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Major portion of paper plagiarized from Wikipedia and related sources.

Degree: Undergraduate    Year: 1


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an edited and modernized version of a report which matched exactly, including all punctuation, a version found on the internet from another University source. Student reported having numerous windows open on their computer while working on the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate    Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student posted two blog assignments with content that was closely paraphrased or taken verbatim from internet sources, without attribution of any kind. Student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignments in question; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submit a formal report at the end of the term outlining the results they have obtained during their term project. Student was very surprised by the allegation of misconduct.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (50% of the course grade); disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student did not intend to plagiarize, explained that they did not understand the paper enough to synthesize its message.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (5% of the course grade) and attend the Academic Integrity Workshop in Winter. - No probation

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted assignment that contained answers taken directly from the course content without properly citing the source. Student has accepted this informal resolution and apologized for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; 10 page essay as outlined in attached letter and placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a course assignment in which 16 percent of their paper had been taken verbatim from internet sources, without quotation marks or attribution of any kind. Student did not contest the allegation, acknowledged the plagiarism, and expressed considerable remorse for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students first report contained numerous statements that the teaching assistant grading their report felt that is should have been associated with in-text citations to the published literature.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on report this mark is worth 2% of the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The student submitted an essay (worth 35%) of the final grade without any references.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: The student will receive a grade of zero on the essay and is required to submit a case study on the situation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: All three students are accused of using prior posted solutions to complete their assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. 3rd. 2nd.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Penalties and Decisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plagiarism</strong></td>
<td>Students second Co-op report contained text that was copied word-for-word from cited sources. These were identified by a Turnitin analysis. Student said they omitted quotations for some of the verbatim information that was included in the report in error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree:</strong> Undergraduate</td>
<td><strong>Year:</strong> 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> Submit is to submit a revised version of the Co-op report.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</strong> First offence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Plagiarism** | Students essay was to be a summary of the key messages from a peer-reviewed article on this topic. Students submission had a 50% similarity score based on Turnitin analysis. |
| **Degree:** Undergraduate | **Year:** 3 |
| **Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment (5% of final grade). Attend the Academic Integrity Workshop. |
| **Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. |

| **Plagiarism** | Student met with the professor to get clarificaiton on plagiarisim when working in a group assignment. |
| **Degree:** Undergraduate | **Year:** 2 |
| **Penalty/Decision:** (-5%) from final grade; disciplinary probation. |
| **Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. |

| **Plagiarism** | Software flagged two students, who submitted similar solutions for an assignment. |
| **Degree:** Undergraduate | **Year:** 3 |
| **Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment and (-5%) off the final grade and disciplinary probation. |
| **Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. |

| **Plagiarism** | Third student involved with assignment. Discussions on appropriate penalty for all three students was discussed with the faculty. |
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 50% deduction on assignment mark

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that included extensive passages taken verbatim from a variety of secondary sources, without attribution of any kind.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student's submission for the essay contained text that was copied word-for-word from non-cited sources. Student explained when you met with professor that some of the problematic text was actually copied verbatim from your submission for the first assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: 50% of your earned grade; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Plagiarism on a first term assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Academic Integrity Workshop. No grade penalty on the assignment as student received a grade of 36%

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students report contained information, retrieved from online sources (Wikipedia pages), that was not cited. Student agreed that some of his information had come from Wikipedia and was not cited.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (3% of final course mark). And, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second Offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay which included numerous verbatim or very closely paraphrased passages taken from a number of sources, some cited and some not, all without quotation marks. Student did not deny the allegation.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on Assignment and a deduction of (- 5%) from the final grade have been given to both students.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had sections with unacknowledged sources - the sources were identified by the professor. Student was required to withdraw from their program.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, 5% off final grade and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted their final report that contained sections of text that have been identified (by Turnitin) as information taken from the internet, without properly citing the source. I have advised this is considered plagiarism and is not acceptable.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an essay that relied extensively for its structure and arguments on a blog posting, incorporating verbatim passages without citation of any kind. Student expressed awareness of their wrongdoing, and the fact that this was a second academic misconduct, and accepted responsibility for their actions.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; suspension for one term, to be served the Spring term; disciplinary probation to continue for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** Second offence; standard penalty.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Students assignment submission contained several passages of text and a figure that were attributed to the incorrect sources in their reference list. Student readily acknowledged that much of the information in their submission originated from lecture discussions.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment (worth 15%); disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Students completed three collaborative class assignments that involve answering several specific questions about a current original research article. The students are encouraged to discuss these assignments with each other.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** A penalty will be zero on the assignment (worth 10%) plus (-5%) deduction from final course grade. Write and submit a 1,000-word, referenced essay on the subject.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an essay in which numerous passages had been taken verbatim from articles and other sources found on the internet, without quotation marks or citation of any kind. Student did not contest the allegation, and acknowledged the missing citations for the passages in question.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a group report that was found to contain formatting and citation errors. Students were made aware of the importance of citations by completing an integrity quiz, and were given access to a Turnitin analysis of their draft submissions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 50% of your earned grade for this group essay (20% of course grade); disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students report contained several statements that were copied word-for-word from non-peer reviewed online resources. Student now recognizes that the grade penalty for submitting the report a day late would have been the appropriate choice.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (3% of course grade); (-5%) deduction in final course grade; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay in which a number of passages were taken verbatim from cited sources, but without quotation marks.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; final grade in course to be no lower than 50%, on condition of satisfactory completion of a case study on Academic Integrity Workshop in university, disciplinary probation to continue for the remainder of the students undergraduate

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a book report that contained numerous sentences that were identical to a book report submitted a year earlier by your partner. Student was extremely remorseful.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the book review assignment (15% of course grade); disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which they had copied and pasted without quotation marks or attribution. Student acknowledged the plagiarism and accepted responsibility.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Third student involved with assignment is a student. Discussions on appropriate penalty for all three students was discussed.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 50% deduction on assignment mark.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay, that contained numerous instances of text copied word-for-word from various online sources. In two cases you included verbatim text from cited sources, but presented it without quotations. Student was remorseful for their errors and took full responsibility for them.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (40% of course grade); disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted their final report that contained sections of text that had been identified (by Turnitin) as information taken from a previous student's report, without properly citing the source. Student did not dispute the allegation and accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student met with the instructor to discuss the plagiarism on the assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted a paper to the LEARN dropbox that indicates their document is 89% similar to another paper in the Turnitin database. Student submitted it prior to the assignment deadline and I emailed the student to let them know there was a problem and you needed to do something about before the dropbox closed.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deducted overall. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an assignment whose content had been taken verbatim from a number of different internet sources, without quotation marks or citation of any kind. Student did not contest the allegation, noting time pressures they were facing at the time the assignment came due.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence; standard penalty.

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Some of the students answers for the assignment referred to traits that were from another assignment online.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment (7 % of course grade). Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a book review that contained numerous verbatim or closely paraphrased passages taken from a number of websites. Student accepted responsibility for what they had submitted.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which passages had been taken verbatim from two different sources, with some incomplete citation but without quotation marks. Student asserted that the omissions and errors were unintentional, and expressed considerable confusion about correct citation practice.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; resulting course grade to be no lower than 50%.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Professor reported an incident of plagiarism in an assignment spring term submitted by a group in which the student was a member. Individual responsible will have academic penalties applied.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: No Penalty

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student admitted their guilt, and that they had a prior integrity offence.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on final report. A 1000 word essay on Policy 71 regarding how and why they can avoid plagiarism in the future. a reduction by one full grade in the professionalism grade, and zero on the team mark.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The students submitted a quiz contained uncited information from an internet source.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assessment. Probation was added.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Your submission for the assignment was essentially identical to that of another student in the class. Student's carelessness directly results in the problem.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (5% of course grade); (-5%) off the final course grade; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Professor identified student as having plagiarized at least 95% of their report for a group project.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on report, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The students video submission for the Bonus Assessment contained uncited information from the internet.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: The student will receive a grade of zero on the assessment which is worth 5% of the final grade. Probation is added.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: A Turnitin similarity analysis of students second Co-op work report indicated several passages that were copied verbatim from the cited sources.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A revised work report must be completed report. The second report should be submitted electronically so that its new content can be evaluated with Turnitin. Form validating the consultation with Writing Centre staff must be completed and provided along

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This students paper uses extensive entries from other sources, two of which were listed in the bibliography.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the essay. Academic Integrity Workshop (Spring Session)

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted their final report that contained sections of text that have been identified (by Turnitin) as information from a report previously submitted by a student at the University of Waterloo without properly citing that source.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on final report, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a report which was identified as having approximately 25% plagiarism, with no parenthetical citations or bibliography.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A 1000 word essay on Policy 71 regarding how and why they can avoid plagiarism in the future. a reduction by one full grade in the professionalism grade, and zero on the team mark.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay that contained verbatim and very closely paraphrased passages taken from a document found on the internet, without citation of any kind. Student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay in which the use of two sources in a particular thought included in the works cited list, and generally noted within the text of the essay involved presenting extensive verbatim passages without quotation marks.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment it became apparent that the codes submitted by two students this term and the codes submitted by previous students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Your essay contained five segments of text, (three of which were only one sentence), that were copied almost entirely word-for-word from other sources (Wikipedia and other web pages).

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (15 % of course grade); disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.
Description: Plagiarism
Details: Students submission for the second report contained numerous passages that were copied word-for-word and associated with false sources. Student admitted to forgetting to change the author names and did not recognize that they had not been cited for properly.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: One-term suspension; 1,500-word essay outlining how you plan to complete your program requirements successfully following this suspension. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student who submitted an assignment in the Spring term that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term. Student admitted they copied the solutions from the internet.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation Only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student plagiarized on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. Failure in course.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Professor reported an incident of plagiarism in an assignment submitted by a student. Student admitted to improperly citing their sources, indicating that English was challenging for them.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted a book review that contained numerous verbatim passages taken from a variety of internet sources, including Wikipedia, with either incorrect citations or lacking acknowledgement of any kind.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that included extensive passages taken verbatim from a variety of secondary sources, without attribution of any kind. Student expressed considerable confusion about primary and secondary sources as well as correct citation practices.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; no other penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students first report contained three statements that were copied word-for-word from published sources. Student readily admitted to the errors.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (3% of course grade); (-5%) deduction in final course grade and disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: At the end of the winter term, professor identified that a student had plagiarized approximately 90% of their paper.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on paper, (-5%) off the final grade, essay for professor, disciplinary probation. Additional Integrity Essay, as outlined in letter.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term. Student strongly asserts innocence and disputes assigned penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: The students submitted quiz contained un-cited material from the internet.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the quiz which is worth 8% of the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This case was reported by instructor student plagiarized on their essay.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students report had a Turnitin similarity score of 56%. A review of the Turnitin analysis revealed that the introduction of your report contained two large blocks of text taken from the same (cited) source and copied either word-for-word or with very minor word substitutions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (18% of course grade). 1,500-word paper with appropriate citations and references. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Plagiarism
Details: It involves plagiarism on an in-class essay.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the essay; disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student submitted two assessments in the Spring term that contained answers taken directly from internet sources without properly citing those sources. Student completed the Academic Integrity Agreement.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student submitted a final work report that was found to have evidence of plagiarism. Student had altered sections that of another students final report, which were identical to a report previously submitted by a University of Waterloo student without properly citing the source.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on report and (-5%) off the final course grade; Disciplinary Probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student submitted a case study solution that was substantially the same as one found on the internet. Student did not contest the allegation.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Plagiarism
Details: Student submitted multiple assessments that contained answers taken directly from the course content and internet sources without properly citing those sources.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero in each of assignments. Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students submission for assignment, contained text that was copied word-for-word from several online resources.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (15% of course grade); (-5%) reduction in final course grade; and disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Professor identified that a significant portion of a final report submitted by the student in the Winter term had been taken from an MA thesis.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: 1000 word essay on Policy 71. Zero on the team mark.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted answers in three different quizzes that contained answers taken directly from the course content without properly citing that source.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero be given on each submission in question. Academic Integrity Agreement. disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students first report, contained several statements that were copied word-for-word from non-peer reviewed online resources. In at least three instances these statements had no associated citations.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (3% of course grade); (-5)% deduction in final course grade; disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: This was an online course, the group members met to write-up the report, students used a template and missed deleting a paragraph from the template. Student sent an email accepting the penalty as assigned.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted quiz that contained content that has been identified as information taken from an internet source without properly citing the source. Student has been advised that this is considered plagiarism and is not acceptable.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on quiz, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted two separate quizzes in that contained answers taken directly from the course content without properly citing those sources.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on quiz; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student contributed material to a group project that had been taken from the content of the sample project provided to the class for guidance. Student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.
Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student presented a speech whose content was largely taken from the writing and video of a well-known business writer, without acknowledgement of any kind. Student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an essay in which significant passages had been taken verbatim from a particular internet source. Student acknowledged being responsible for them nonetheless, and displayed considerable thoughtful appreciation for the structure and purposes of Policy 71, and its application in this case.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on each assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Students submission for the assignment was essentially identical to that of another student in the class.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment -5% of course grade disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student plagiarized a book review.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on essay. -5% deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Two students assignments contained similar answers to those of their partner. Student admitted to having copied his solution from an online source.
Degree: Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment; disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an assignment with a 46% similarity index (Turnitin).

Degree: Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment. (-5%) from final grade.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** All three students are accused of using prior posted solutions to complete their assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** All with recieve zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, Suspension for Winter term, Continue on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. 3rd. 2nd.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** Student submitted an essay and nine of the sentences are only slightly reworded versions of sentences from the article the students discuss this is not a case of paraphrasing or explaining an authors ideas in ones own words. The sentence structure and word choices are largely unchanged, with only a small substitution here and there.

Degree: Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment (essay is worth 20% of the final course grade) plus (-5%) off the final grade; disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** Second offence.

---

**Description:** Plagiarism

**Details:** It involves plagiarism on an essay. Student was very remorseful.

Degree: Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the essay. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Plagiarism

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had similarities with submissions from the previous year. Student accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Graduate  Year: 0

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Theft

Details: Student is alleged to have stolen a vacuum cleaner from Ron Edyt Village (REV). Student acknowledged that your group had taken the REV vacuum cleaner but were vague about the details of how your group acquired it. You returned the REV vacuum cleaner to Police Services later that day.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Two separate type-written apology letters. Community Service: 50 hours of unpaid volunteer Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Theft

Details: Student is alleged to have stolen a vacuum cleaner from Ron Edyt Village (REV). Student acknowledged that your group had taken the REV vacuum cleaner but were vague about the details of how your group acquired it. You returned the REV vacuum cleaner to Police Services later that day.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Two separate type-written apology letters; disciplinary probation: for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Theft

Details: Student stole another student's phone from cafeteria. Student admitted taking the phone and gave it to Officer along with its SIM card, which you had already broken. Student expressed regret for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: One-term suspension; Typed apology letter for the victim of this crime. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Theft

Details: Student was charged criminally in a non-academic incident that occurred on campus. Student cooperated with the investigation.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Banned immediately from property owned or occupied by the University of Waterloo until further notice.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description: Theft

Details: Student admitted to taking the vacuum cleaner from REV with three other students.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Two letters of aplogy - University Police; Supervisor of cleaning REV. 50 hours of community service to be completed.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description: Theft of intellectual property

Details: Student stole numerous items during orientation week and impersonated themselves as an orientor leader, in order to receive free food.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; two-term suspension to be served before any application for readmission may be considered; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Description: Theft of intellectual property

Details: Student's submission for the assignment contained graphs for one question that were identical to those submitted by another student in the class. Student denied ever giving the other student either a written or electronic copy of the assignment answers. Student copied only the graphs from the other assignment answers.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the graph question (6 marks of the assignment);(-5%) off the final course grade Apology letter to the other student. Complete one (1) ethics course, earning an average of no less than 60%. Plus, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Theft of intellectual property
Details: Software flagged two students, who submitted similar solutions for Assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance
Details: This is a case where the student used a pre-written essay to complete their assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance
Details: Student was caught with an extra sheet of paper with course content written on it during an exam.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on term Test, and a failing grade of 32% in the course. Student suspended from the University of Waterloo for one term. Student placed on disciplinary probation for the remainder of their undergraduate program at the University of Waterloo.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance
Details: Student was discovered with an inappropriately stickered calculator. The outline and test clearly specify that the calculator must be a faculty approved non-programmable, non-graphical calculator.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4
Penalty/Decision: Student had already dropped the course and is placed on disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance
Details: Student was found with unauthorized aids during an exam at the AccessAbility office.
Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: Student had an inappropriately stickered calculator. The outline and test clearly specify that the calculator must be a faculty approved non programmable, non graphical calculator.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero for the exam. Failure in course to be indicated with a grade of NCR (Failure - No credit)

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: It involves use of an unauthorized aid on the midterm.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Accepted penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade, student has dropped the course. The remaining penalty is disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Emailed apology.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: Student brought a non approved aid into the exam.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Test, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: Student plagiarized and brought a pre-typed essay into class and copied it verbatim onto the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the essay, worth 10% disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: Student was found with an unauthorized formula sheet amongst their blank paper. The student claims they never looked at it.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: 50% as the final grade in the course, disciplinary probation, a 10 page essay as detailed in email to student.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: During a routine inspection of calculators this student was found to have a calculator that is illegal to sticker.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Midterm, Continue on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence

Description: Unauthorized aids or assistance

Details: It was reported that student was using an inappropriately stickered calculator in class. Student has withdrawn from course.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged a submission from this term by two students, with another submission from Fall term offering of matching codes. Student admitted to searching for code online. Student accepted proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, and (- 5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an image analysis assignment that was virtually identical to that submitted by another student in the class.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Three students were accused of excessive collaboration. Student 1 copied parts of the assignment from Students 2 and 3 without their knowledge.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to student. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignments. Both students mentioned that they collaborated in parts of the code.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. Both placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment in Fall term. Student claims that while discussing it online and used the same strategy.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on the assignment for each of them and (-5%) in the course. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of no marks on assignment was given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation as well.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student cheated on three assignments in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignments and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade, and placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence would be a suspension.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students are accused of working together on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation. Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: (0% on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student gave another student part of assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero and (-5%) in the course. (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's answers for an assignment (online) were essentially identical to those of another student. Student understands now that it was an individual assignment and because of that collaboration was not allowed.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment (7% of the final course grade). (-5%) additional deduction from final course grade, plus disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: The conventional penalty for excessive collaboration as outlined in Policy 71 was assessed.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's second report contained numerous passages, some lengthy, that were identical to those in partner's report. Student's did admit in exchanging the tables and used them directly.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (worth 10% of final grade); disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students were alleged to have cheated on an Assignments. Students worked together on parts of the assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. All will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%). All will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students worked together on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Both accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Considering that their codes are highly similar, both instructor and I believe that students collaboration is excessive.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of no marks on assignment additional (-5%) from the final grade. Both students have accepted the penalties. In addition, both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: It involves excessive collaboration on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment additional (-5%) from the final grade and placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case that involves two students cheating on Assignments. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Unauthorized cooperation or collaboration.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation. ALL except:

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case were two students all aged cheating on assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** The allegation is hat that one studnet copied another student and submitted as their own.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Student accepts the penalty of zero and (-5%) Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** It was reported that the assignment submitted was extremely similar to another.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on both assignments and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This case involved two students who were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. The students accepted the penalty.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case were two students collaborated on an assignment. The allegation is that they copied each other.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Both students zero on the assignment and(-5%) on the course. Placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Two students were accused of collaborating on an assignment. The allegation is that they copied each others answers verbatim.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Two students were accused of collaborating on an assignment. The allegation is that they copied each others answers verbatim.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** A penalty of zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** The two students collaborated on completing the assignment; when approached by the instructor, they denied any wrongdoing but accepted the proposed informal resolution.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment; disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student communicated with the employer without our knowledge and the employer was very upset about this hiring situation and how the student handled things. Student sent multiple emails to employer and went back and forth on the decision to accept the match, then not accept it and so on. Instructor told student that this was not how this worked and that, based on the communication with the employer, the employer no longer wanted the student to join the team and was not willing to have the student come back to work.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: One term suspension for Spring. Report due to professor on rules and regulations regarding contact with employers. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Third offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where the student cheated on three assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignments and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade, and placement on disciplinary probation. A penalty of zero on assignments

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence would be a suspension.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case were two students alleged to cheating on assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. Placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two students acknowledged using the same answer in the assignment. Both were quite distraught and upset with the situation.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the module 4 assignment; disciplinary probation (continue on) 5 page essay due December 1st on how they will avoid this in the future.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to cheating on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%). Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student cheated on three assignments in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on Assignments and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade, and placement on Disciplinary probation. A penalty of zero on assignments.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence would be a suspension.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student is part of a group of friends that worked together. Student claims to have left laptop not expecting the other student to have copied

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero but no (-5%). Student will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a cheating case where two students were alleged to havew cheated on assignments.

Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%). Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: These students are accused of excessively collaborating on Assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: It involved excessive collaboration on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, and Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Student cheated on three assignments in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignments and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade, and placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence would be a suspension.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Student submitted a lab report that was 40% similar to a report submitted by a student in another section. Student did not provide a written explanation for this evidence despite being asked for one before meeting with professor. However, during their meeting, student readily accepted responsibility for their actions and was very remorseful.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report.(-5%) reduction in final course grade; and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is the case of two students excessively collaborating on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Both students will receive zero on assignment (no additional (-5%) deduction as per Professor equest) Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Two students turned in identical solutions to questions.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: These students are accused of excessively collaborating on Assignments.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is the case of two students excessively collaborating on assignment in the fall term.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: Both students will receive zero on assignment (no additional (-5%) deduction as per Professor Ingalls request) Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This case was reported by instructor in the fall term. It seems clear that this student received outside help; on a number of questions.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignments.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. Second offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** These students are accused of excessively collaborating on Assignments in fall term.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where one student borrowed another student's and submitted as their own.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Both accept the penalty of zero and (-5%) on the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case about two students on assignments in the fall term. Both students confessed that they copied from an internet website where the student stored their code.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Software flagged two students, who submitted similar solutions for assignments.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** They accepted the penalty (zero on the assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a quiz that contained answers similar in both content and formatting to another student. The answers were too similar to deem coincidence and too close to constitute independent work. Student did not dispute the allegation, accepted responsibility, and apologized for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged cheating on assignment. Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. given only a zero and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's report contained graphs that appeared to be photocopies of the graphs submitted by another student. Student explained that they decided to work together. They each had their own calculations done for the results but had not done the graphs.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (9% of final grade); disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: These two students are accused of collaborating too much on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged cheating on Assignments. Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case involves students that are roommates and admit to discussing and sharing ideas resulting in extremely similar assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: These students are accused of excessively collaborating on Assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: It involved excessive collaboration on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Three students accused of excessive collaboration.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Required to write a reflection that is 10 pages in length. Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall. Zero on assignments, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: These two students are accused of collaborating too much on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students admitted to working together and typing as they talked but on separate computers.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** It involves excessive collaboration on assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** The two students collaborated on the assignment; when approached by the instructor, they denied any wrongdoing but accepted the proposed informal resolution.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment; disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students collaborated together on an assignment. Both students admit that they did work together.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This case involves cheating on an assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Both student's showed up at my office to discuss/explain their situation. They acknowledged using the same answer in the assignment. Instructor explained the process moving forward. Both were quite distraught and upset with the situation.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the module. Disciplinary probation (continue on) (-5%) page essay on how they will avoid this in the future.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment in the fall term. Both confessed that they copied from an internet website.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case about two student cheating on an assignment in fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case involves two students who collaborated on assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is the case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment. In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment (-5%) deduction overall, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Exenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students are accused of working together on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Exenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is the case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. In a routine review of student submissions for Assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted both student's shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: After discussed with the instructors, we suggest that a penalty of no marks on Assignment be given to both student's. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation as well.

Mitigating/Exenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's first report, contained numerous similarities to the report of their lab partner. Student may have have copied other student's answers without realizing.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (5%) and (-5%) off final grade; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Exenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two Student's submitted answers in four different quizzes in the winter term that contained answers that are identical in both content and formatting used. Both students have accepted the informal resolution as proposed.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on each submission in question.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Students accepted penalty.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: All these cases were reported in the Fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student claims they did not know how another student could have gotten their assignment and copied then submitted as their own.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Student accepts the penalty of zero and (-5%). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student gave their assignment to another student as a reference and the student used the assignment questions with some modifications and rearrangements. Student is not willing to accept the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Accepts the penalty of zero and (-5%). Decision: both zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's submitted answers in four different quizzes in the winter term, that contained answers that are identical in both content and formatting used. Student completed the Academic Integrity Agreement.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on each submission in question.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students where alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to student's. All will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students where alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. Zero on assignment, 5% deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a final report that contained identical pages of calculations and graphs to those in the report submitted by the students partner. Both students were equally forthright about the error they had made in preparing this report.

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (9% of final grade) and Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students admitted to discussing and sharing ideas resulting in extremely similar assignments.

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and a (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.
Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extemuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student admitted to working with students on the assignment. At the meeting excessive collaboration was explained to the student.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) from final grade. Academic Integrity Workshop.

Mitigating/Extemuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a final report for that contained identical pages of calculations and graphs to those in the report submitted by their partner. Student was equally forthright about the error they had made in preparing this report.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the report (-9%) of final grade) and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extemuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated together on the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: They accepted the penalty (zero on the assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extemuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case involving allegation of cheating.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1


Mitigating/Extemuating Circumstances: First offence.
**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Student submitted an assignment that was very similar to one submitted by another student in the same class. Student did not dispute the allegation, saying they had sent the assignment by email to a friend in the class, who used it to complete their own work.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Two students who submitted identical Excel files as part of an assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 3

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation (as per instructor, no (-5%) deduction)

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where the two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** A accept the penalty of zero and (-5%) in the course, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where the two students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment. Students admit to working together and typing as they talked but on separate computers.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment. (-5%)deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. The codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.
Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

**Penalty/Decision:** A penalty of no marks on assignment was given to both students. With additional (-5%) from the final Grade. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students collabroated on an assignment.

---

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Student answers for the assignment were essentially identical to those of another student.

---

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment (7% of the final course grade). (-5%) additional deduction from final course grade and disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

---

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment for each of them and (-5%) in the course. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

---

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where four students were alleged to have collaborated together on the assignment instructor met with three of the four students. They admit to working together and typing as they talked but on separate computers.

---

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where six students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Students worked together on an assignment and submitted similar answers.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) from final grade. Academic Integrity Workshop.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation. 5 page essay due, essay submitted.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Students first report, contained numerous similarities to the report of their partner. Student was very professional and composed when discussing this incident. Both students recognized that this would be an act of academic misconduct.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on report (worth 5%) and an additional 5% off final course grade; disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students collaborated on an assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation. Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were reported to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students worked together on an assignment and submitted similar answers as a result of their collaboration.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) from final grade. Academic Integrity Workshop.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were reported to have collaborated on the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where six students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on Assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students alleged to have cheated on an assignment. They did not explain much, just emphasized that their codes looked similar because they had the same algorithm from lectures and the same ideas due to discussion.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the research paper. (-5%) off the total course grade. Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a course assignment that was very similar to ones submitted by five other students in the same class, employing identical code for a number of different answers. Student admitted to working with the other students in question, student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further (-5%) marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence; standard penalty.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. Zero and Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except. Second offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where five students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: A group of students shared the same code. They discussed and worked together as one person would write the code and everyone copies it. They admit to working together and student claims to have given a copy of their assignment to the other student.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.
Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where two students had the same answers on both assignments. One student did mention copying from an old assignment for the solution.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 4

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** Third offence. 1st.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** Students second report contained numerous passages, some lengthy, that were identical to those in their partners.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 1

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the report (worth 10% of final grade); disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where three students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation. Zero and disciplinary probation.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence. Second offence.

**Description:** Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

**Details:** This is a case where three students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 2

**Penalty/Decision:** All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment together in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student sent another student their table for an assignment as an example. The other student submitted their table.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that was very similar to one submitted by another student in the same class, employing identical code for a number of different answers. Student did not dispute the allegation.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students collaborated on an assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on the assignment and (-5%) in the course, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case that involves students collaborating on an assignment together.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree: Undergraduate</th>
<th>Year: 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</strong> First offence. Second offence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details:</strong> This is a case where two students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment together. Student thought they were helping the other student by giving them the assignment as a reference.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree: Undergraduate</td>
<td>Year: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</strong> First offence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details:</strong> This is a case where four students admit to working together and typing as they talked but on separate computers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree: Undergraduate</td>
<td>Year: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</strong> First offence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details:</strong> Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in the Winter term.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree: Undergraduate</td>
<td>Year: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:</strong> First offence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Details:</strong> Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in the winter term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree: Undergraduate</td>
<td>Year: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Penalty/Decision:</strong> They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student admitted they had committed an academic offence and accepted the penalty. The penalty proposed was for a first offence.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; (-5%) deduction overall; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second Offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation. 5 page essay due receiving 0 on assignments and additional (-5%) off. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where four students were alleged to have cheated on assignments. Instructor explained to the students that this is not acceptable and the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on both assignments and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case where three students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment in the fall term.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; (-5%) deduction overall and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration as defined by the course instructor.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero for report 4. Students; had an additional five (5) marks subtracted from overall grade to determine final course grade. Both students placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by three students shared a number of very similar features. Students have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment in the fall term.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students confirmed that they discussed some of the assignment questions. They both accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the 2 assignments. (-5%) deduction overall, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students collaborated on an assignment. These students found the assignment extremely difficult and worked and talked together.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment and (-5%) in the course, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment in which it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Both students have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on Assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade has been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is an incident of unauthorized co-operation on assignment in the winter term. Students assignments flagged as having similar solutions.

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) off final grade. Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students copied assignment off each other.

Penalty/Decision: Both will receive zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, and be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: The students have explained that they did collaborated relatively closely on this assignment, but did not intend to overstep the integrity boundary and claim they have not shared code directly.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration as defined by the course instructor.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Students each received a grade of zero for report. Students; had an additional five (5) marks subtracted from overall grade to determine final course grade. Both students placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on the assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Additional (-5%) from the final grade. Both students have accepted the penalties. In addition, both will be placed on disciplinary probation for the remainder of their undergraduate degree.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Both students did not accept the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final course grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have excessively collaborated on the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where one student borrowed another students assignment and then submitted it as their own.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Both accept the penalty of zero and (-5%) on the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This a case where a student alleged to have cheat on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a short essay, as well as answers to two out of three questions on the online exam, that were substantially similar to those submitted by another student in the online course. Student acknowledged the similarities in the assignments in question, while nonetheless asserting that they had completed both the essay and exam on their own.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignments in question; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment and (-5%) on the course and disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In this case two students alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, 5% deduction, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students copied assignment off each other.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Both will receive zero on the assignment, ( -5%) deduction overall, and be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of ( -5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Further to the summary above, student met with Associate Dean to further discuss the case. Student agreed to the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, ( -5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Third offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for Assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Both students have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, ( -5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Both students mentioned that they collaborated together on parts of the assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate                           Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate                           Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment as it appeared they did not explicitly work together. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate                           Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade has been given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for Assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Both students have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate                           Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term.

Degree: Undergraduate                           Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged submissions for assignment by two students. They explained that they had discussed how to solve one of the questions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: It involves use of an unauthorized aid on the midterm.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 5
Penalty/Decision: (-5%) deduction overall.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This incident of unauthorized co-operation on assignment. Students had their assignments flagged as having similar solutions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) off final grade. Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case involves excessive collaboration on assignment by two students.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero and (-5%) Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Students accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate                    Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate                    Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Students accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (- 5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This case involves excessive collaboration on assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate                    Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both will be placed on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Student submitted an assignment with strong evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate                    Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero in assignment (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where three students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. All students admit to some form of working together.

Degree: Undergraduate                    Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade).

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor reported that a submission for assignment in spring term had significant evidences of unauthorized collaboration by two students.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case involves two students who collaborated on an assignment together. They discussed and work together and one person writes code and everyone copies it. They admit to working together and student claims to have given them a copy of their assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on the assignment and(-%5) in the course. Both will be placed on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: All these cases involves students who collaborated on an assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by three students shared a number of very similar features. Student explained that three of them worked together (discussed for ideas). All have accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Penalties based on Professors meeting with the students and the discipline report form signed by the students.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on report. (-5%) from final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged submissions for assignment for winter term from four students. They explained that they had discussed how to solve one of the questions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: No grade reductions but still received a reprimand.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Previous penalties.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: They both accepted the penalty (zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade). Both will also be placed on Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term. Both students admitted to working together.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment, plus (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged student as having submitted assignments for winter term which were similar to other students. Student accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment, and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and additional (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where a student was alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation. No grade penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where a student was alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted another student's table as their own assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Student received zero on assignment and an additional (-5%) subtracted from their final course grade. Student placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: MOSS software flagged submissions for assignment for winter term. They explained that they had discussed how to solve one of the questions.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Both students mentioned that they collaborated together on parts of the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both students. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Students mentioned that they collaborated together on parts of the assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: An assignment that was submitted by student's contained the same answers which seem to happen be on both assignments.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Third offence. First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students were found cheating through excessive collaboration on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment. (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's submission for assignment was found to have evidence of excessive collaboration. Student did not realize this was against the rules.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment,(- 5%) off final course grade, disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two student's who submitted similar solutions for assignment in winter term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalized in another incident.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the assignments submitted by two students shared a number of very similar features. Both students agreed to the proposed penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the assignments submitted by two students shared a number of very similar features. Both students agreed to the proposed penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students with submissions for assignment in the winter term as having similar solutions. Both students admitted that they violated the course academic integrity policy.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Student not penalized for this incident as they are involved in another case for which they will be penalized.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Concurrent offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged submissions for assignment for winter term from two students. They explained that they had discussed how to solve one of the questions.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: No grade reductions but still received a reprimand.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted a short essay, as well as answers to two out of three questions on the online exam, that were substantially similar to those submitted by another student in the online course.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignments in question; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that was found to have evidence with excessive collaboration. Student acknowledged that an offence had been committed and accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: No reduction in grades for this assignment, but disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Software flagged submitted similar solutions for assignments. Both students accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: This is a case where two students alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both students. Both students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submission for an assignment had significant evidence of excessive collaboration with another student. Both students admitted they had committed an academic offence and accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off the final course grade and disciplinary probation. 10 page essay, details in letter of reprimand.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were involved in excessive collaboration on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment as it appeared they did not explicitly work together. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor reported a submission by a student for an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term. Student indicated they were running out of time to complete the assignments.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two students submitted an assignment in winter term that had similar solutions. Student shared their code with the other student to help them learn the material rather than plagiarize, however they both admitted that they violated the course academic integrity policy. Student agreed to proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation Only.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment in spring term, with strong evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where three students excessively collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero and (-5%) for both students. Both will be placed on Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment as having significant evidence of unauthorized collaboration. The student has since dropped the course.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had significant evidences of unauthorized collaboration by students solutions in an assignment and those of other students showed evidence of collaboration. Student admitted to meeting with a number of classmates.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) off the final grade, disciplinary probation and a 10 page essay.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students, whose assignment submissions were similar (files attached). They confirmed that they discussed some of the questions with each other.

Degree: Undergraduate
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation. 10 page essay, details in attached letter.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.
Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the assignments submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. The students agreed to the proposed penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5)% off final grade

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment. Instructor explained to the students that the assignments in this course are individual work assignments as clearly mentioned on the course website and should be done without sharing anything that could result in similar code.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: The instructor suggested you contact your TA for help but you did not do that because the assignment date was near; instead you resorted to asking your partner, for the data. You considered this reasonable because partners often prepare reports based on shared data; unfortunately you and the other student did not discuss this decision with your instructor or TA.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the data collection portion of the assignment (-5%) additional deduction from final course grade. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for an assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student could not get the application to run on their computer despite getting an extension from the Professor. The instructor suggested that student contact their TA but did not do that because the assignment date was near; student resorted to asking you for the data instead.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the data collection portion of the assignment (-5%) additional deduction from final course grade. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) deduction overall, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Students submitted an assignment that was very similar. The students have explained to that they have collaborated relatively closely on this assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Details: Professor flagged two assignment submissions as having similarities. Both students explained that they may have collaborated relatively closely on this assignment, but did not intend to overstep the integrity boundary and claim they have not shared code directly.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3
Penalty/Decision: 2/3 off assignment grade; Disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Student submitted an assignment that had significant evidences of unauthorized collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off the final grade and disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Students submission for an assignment in the spring term had similarities to solutions for the same assignment from a previous term.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Disciplinary Probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Software flagged two students who submitted similar solutions for assignment.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 1
Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on the assignment, and additional (-5%) off the final grade. Placed on disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration
Details: Two students submitted an assignment that contained similar solutions. Student's confirmed that they discussed some of the questions with each other.
Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 2
Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, Disciplinary probation. 10 page essay.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will also be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that had significant evidence of excessive collaboration with another student.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, 5% off final grade, disciplinary probation and 10 page essay.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor flagged a submission for assignment with strong evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two students submitted an assignment that were very similar. Their grammar and sentence structure was similar throughout and they both made the same mistakes along with doing really odd things. Student admitted to taking the other students assignment and copied it without their permission.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor flagged a submission for assignment with strong evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.
Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where four students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. All will be placed on disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. After discussing the case with the instructor, it was believed that their collaborations are excessive.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Significant evidence of excessive collaboration or co-operation on at least one exercise by two students. Subsequently agreed to an informal resolution.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's assignment submissions were very similar. Students explained that they had worked on the assignments together.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and (-5%) off final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student's submitted similar solutions for assignments. Both students explained that they shared code for at least some of the assignment; questions. Both students accepted the proposed penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Penalty of zero on assignment and (-5%) off the final grade.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This case involves excessive collaboration on assignment from two students.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: All accept the penalty of zero on this assignment and (-5%) in the course. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Staff received a troubling email from a student regarding their work on one of the assignments. In the email student stated that they knowingly helped a classmate write their assignment and it was based on their own work. Student will not reveal the name of their classmate.

Degree: Undergraduate

Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.
Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by two students shared a number of very similar features.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment; 5% deduction overall; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment with evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final course grade, Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment together.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of no marks on assignment was given, with additional (-5%) from the final Grade. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have collaborated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, (-5%) deduction, Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence all except. Second offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given to both students. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. Both will be placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: This is a case where two students were alleged to have cheated on an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A penalty of zero on assignment and a deduction of (-5%) from the final grade have been given. The students accepted the penalty.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Assignment submitted by two students which were similar. Student accepted the penalty but had withdrawn from the course.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Reprimand and disciplinary probation

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Student submitted an assignment that has strong evidence of excessive collaboration. Student accepted the penalty.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off the final grade, disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two students who submitted identical files as part of an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 4
Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation (as per instructor, no (-5%) deduction)

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Two students who submitted identical Excel files as part of an assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment, disciplinary probation (as per instructor, no (-5%) deduction)

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized co-operation or collaboration

Details: Professor flagged two assignment submissions as having similarities. Both students have explained that they have collaborated relatively closely on this assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: 2/3 off assignment grade; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: Student submitted an essay that had been previously used for another course in the same term. In a meeting with the Associate Dean, student did not deny the allegation. Student accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the student's undergraduate career.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: The student admitted that the work was originally submitted in another course. Student copied from the original paper and was planning on rewording the sections but submitted the unrevised work.

Degree: Undergraduate  Year: 4

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: This is the case of a submission from a student who submitted essentially the same assignment the last time the student took the course.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the essay. (-5%) deduction. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: Student's first report was 72% similar to one they submitted when student took the course in Fall. Student readily accepted the conclusion that they had copied most of the earlier report directly.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the lab report (-5% of the course grade) and (-5%) reduction in final mark; disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: Resubmitted the report from the previous year.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A grade of zero for the report; an additional five (5) marks to be subtracted to determine final grade; placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: Resubmitted the report from the previous year.

Degree: Undergraduate          Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: A grade of zero for the report; an additional five (-5%) marks to be subtracted to determine final grade; placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: This student resubmitted the work report.
Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the work report; disciplinary probation.  
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work  
Details: Student used another student's assignment and chose to only change the works. Student was afraid of submitting assignment late.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment and an additional five (5) marks subtracted to determine final course grade. Student placed on disciplinary probation.  
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work  
Details: Student submitted an assignment that was virtually identical to one they had submitted for another course in the same term. Student did not deny the allegation, and accepted responsibility for their actions.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero on the assignment; a further 5 marks off the final grade in the course; disciplinary probation for the remainder of the students undergraduate career.  
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work  
Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by both students shared a number of very similar features. Student accepted the penalties.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: Zero on assignment, (-5%) off final grade, disciplinary probation.  
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work  
Details: After a consideration of the evidence, you have been found guilty of unauthorized re-submission of work. Your first assignment was completed honestly and will receive credit (5 IP points). The second document does not deserve credit because it includes resubmitted work.

Degree: Undergraduate  
Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Zero points for your submitted reflection. Disciplinary probation for duration of your UW undergraduate career.
Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unauthorized resubmission of work

Details: In a routine review of student submissions for assignment, it became apparent that the codes submitted by the student in the spring term and their submission in the winter term shared a number of very similar features. Student admitted that they used their codes from Winter term as reference when they worked on this terms assignment.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: A standard penalty (zero to the assignment, -5% from the course grade) will be applied.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Unethical behaviour

Details: Student was caught drinking in the studio room.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 2

Penalty/Decision: 25 hours community service to be completed RPBS (Grand River Public Bike Share). Disciplinary Probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence

Description: Unethical behaviour

Details: Student sent an inappropriate email to retail services asking for a refund of money. Offensive language was used.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 1

Penalty/Decision: Student is to complete a letter of apology and complete an ethics course.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence

Description: Violation of examination regulations

Details: Student brought unauthorized course notes into the final exam.

Degree: Undergraduate Year: 3

Penalty/Decision: Zero for this examination to a minimum of 50% on the course overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Violation of examination regulations

Details: Student was seen accessing PDF files on smartphone during the writing of exam.
Degree: Undergraduate                      Year: 4

Penalty/Decision: Zero for exam and an additional five (5) marks to be subtracted to determine final course grade. Student required to successfully complete one ethics course offered by the University of Waterloo. Student placed on disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Violation of examination regulations
Details: Student brought unauthorized course notes into the final exam.

Penalty/Decision: Zero for this examination to a minimum of 50% on the course overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Violation of examination regulations
Details: Student was using right hand to scroll through their phone while writing the exam. Student was warned earlier about their phone being on the desk.


Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: First offence.

Description: Violation of examination regulations
Details: Student brought unauthorized course notes into the final exam in the fall term.

Penalty/Decision: Zero for this examination to a minimum of 50% on the course overall. Disciplinary probation.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Second offence.

Description: Violation of examination regulations
Details: This student had a ghost writer attempt to write their exam in the fall term. UW police caught the ghost writer.

Penalty/Decision: Voluntary withdrawal from the University of Waterloo.

Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances: Student cooperated with investigation.
**Description:** Violation of examination regulations

**Details:** It was reported that although the student was present for, signed the attendance sheet and apparently wrote the exam, there is no evidence that a completed examination paper was submitted by the student.

**Degree:** Undergraduate  
**Year:** 5

**Penalty/Decision:** Student wrote the exam and passed the course.

**Mitigating/Extenuating Circumstances:** First offence.